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Hans Haacke, Photo-Electric Viewer-Controlled Coordinate System (1968)
The white cube scored with a grid of infrared beams. Photoelectric sensors studding
each wall at waist level. Directly above the sensors, roughly at head height, a row of
lightbulbs. Multiple sensors and bulbs per wall. The room empty. The lights off.
Upon your entering the room, however, light. Bulbs come on, illuminating the
space. As you walk forward, the bulbs no longer aligned with you go off, while bulbs
in line come on. A logic is suspected. You test the system, retracing your tracks.
Obediently, the lights oblige your expectation, reversing their sequence. A
moment of amusement, a moment of empowerment. You are striding around the
room now, light at every footfall. Slow, self-generated, stroboscopy. Your body catching its own motion. Environmental feedback. Agency conferred on your every
action. You’re participating. You’re making the art.
Then, another person enters the white cube and begins on the same short
learning curve. Lights switch on and off. You pause. An expression of annoyance
flickers across your face. The requirement to share space, recognize another with
the same basic skills and claim to a luminescent reward. Contemplation. You settle
back on your heels patiently. Resolution. You suspect new possibilities. Waiting
for an appropriate moment you catch the other person’s eyes—a playful invitation.
The stranger catches your hint immediately. Together you begin an impromptu
performance. Awkward at first, soon finding your feet. Playing off another’s
rhythm, having that person catch your step and improvise on it. Trying to catch
lag time in the lights, latency in the system. The gallery momentarily shifts into
something other. Light beats time out of space.
Hans Haacke, Norbert: All Systems Go (1971)
Another white cube. A black bird with bright yellow stripes around the eyes sits
in a chrome cage. It rocks gently on its perch. Silence. Occasional scrabbling
sounds as the bird readjusts its footing. You walk around the cage, maintaining a
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properly respectful distance from the art object. You’re puzzled. This is strange.
You wait. Nothing happens. Walk around the cage again. Wait. Nothing happens.
You prepare to leave. Suddenly, the caged bird calls out. “All systems go” it
squawks. And again, “All systems go.” A pause. “All systems go. All systems go.”
Two narrative reconstructions of works by Hans Haacke. Norbert in fact can be
accessed only imaginatively: the bird’s reluctance to parrot the phrase and the
infamous cancelation of Haacke’s planned Guggenheim show of 1971 prevented
this work-in-progress from leaving the studio. Nevertheless, even treated as an
unrealized proposal, it can be compared instructively with Photo-Electric. Both
works by Haacke were vanguard propositions. Both sought to perform advanced
critical work on received notions of artistic agency, the object status of art, the
role of the spectator, the frame of the artwork, and the medium of its execution.
Yet, though separated by a relatively short interval of time, Photo-Electric and
Norbert seem conceptually divided. Two questions present themselves: How
should we account for this apparent divide? What broader ramifications might it
have—both for understanding Haacke’s practice as a whole and for opening on
to the wider artistic problematics that his work engages?
Technological development, and a radical polarization as to how art should
relate to it, has long inflected critical accounts of the avant-garde. Andreas
Huyssen claims that, “technology played a crucial, if not the crucial, role in the
avant-garde’s attempt to overcome the art/life dichotomy and make art productive
in the transformation of everyday life.”1 He goes on to suggest,
It may actually have been a new experience of technology that sparked the
avant-garde rather than just the immanent development of the artistic forces
of production. The two poles of this new experience of technology can be
described as the aesthetization of technics since the late nineteenth century
. . . on the one hand and the horror of technics inspired by the awesome war
machinery of World War I on the other.2
Photo-Electric and Norbert could be read in this tradition, and the difference
between the two works might be figured as an ideological break—Haacke’s decisive move from an “aesthetization of technics” to a “horror,” his shift from an
affirmative technophilia to a critical technophobia motivated by a political reaction against the war machinery then being deployed by the U.S. government in
Vietnam. Such an account might run as follows: while Photo-Electric presents a
sincere engagement with technology, a play with its prosthetic extension of
humanity’s powers, this affirmative position is flatly negated by Norbert. In the
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later work, Norbert Wiener, cybernetics’ founding father, is parodied, his optimistic feedback-steered path of human progress undermined. The optimistic
“All systems go!” of Photo-Electric becomes, in Norbert, the sardonic refrain of a
trained mynah bird, “All systems go . . .” (i.e., run down, no longer fit their
intended purpose, fail). Haacke starts with emancipation and ends with entropy.
Here, Haacke would be assimilated to that critical tradition that discerns a
neo-avant-garde repetition of the historical avant-gardes’ (failed) attempts to
“overcome the art/life dichotomy” by incorporating the latest technology into
artistic practice, or their inability to resolve the issue of whether the labor of
industrial production and the labor of cultural production should be related.
However, in Haacke’s case, such a well-rehearsed reading amounts to little more
than a stock response. Haacke’s art, and the complex ways in which it engages
technics, cannot be reduced to a “neo” recapitulation of the historical avant-garde.3
The apparent break between Photo-Electric and Norbert is not, in fact, a fracture, as becomes clear if we recover the systems theoretical context underlying
the elaboration of both works. In so doing, we rediscover a fundamental continuity in Haacke’s work that is occluded by any accounting of his practice as
ideologically split. Furthermore, in Haacke’s use of systems theory, we uncover a
productive approach to the challenge of relating cultural and industrial production,
one that moves beyond the ossified conceptual opposition (philia/phobia) inflecting most critical accounts of vanguard art’s relation to technology.4
Systems Aesthetics
In 1968 Hans Haacke was invited to participate in Karl Pontus-Hulten’s landmark
Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) exhibition, “The Machine as Seen at the End of
the Mechanical Age.” Pontus-Hulten’s curatorial premise for the show was almost
elegiac—a melancholy retrospective for the machine age, a humanist lament in
the present for a past not yet fully departed. The catalog’s epigraph reads
“This exhibition is dedicated to the mechanical machine, the great creator and
destroyer, at a difficult moment in its life when, for the first time, its reign is
threatened by other tools.”5 The show looked back at the industrial age fully self-
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conscious of doing so from the perspective of a rapidly arriving postindustrial
one. Despite the lachrymose rhetoric, Pontus-Hulten was clear-sighted about the
historical freight of the machine and its social and artistic implications:
Since the beginning of the mechanical age and the time of the Industrial
Revolution, some have looked to machines to bring about progress toward
utopia; others have feared them as the enemies of humanistic values, leading only to destruction. Most of these contradictory ideas persist, in one
form or another, in the twentieth century and find their reflection in art.6
Here again are the twin poles of technophilia and technophobia, explicitly associated with utopian and dystopian social outcomes. Again their “reflection in art”
is regulated by simple, binary polarities.
Though the show presented a sweeping survey of art history (from Leonardo
da Vinci to La Monte Young), it had a clear focus on the historical avant-garde.
Pontus-Hulten was concerned with the lessons to be learned from the affirmative
relation to technology found in futurism and constructivism as well as the satirical skepticism manifested by Dada and surrealism. Pontus-Hulten also included
a few works by established contemporary artists who were engaged with technology
and whose work was considered representative of an emerging neo-avant-garde
(Robert Rauschenberg, Nam June Paik). As such, “The Machine as Seen at the
End of the Mechanical Age” sought to stage an early encounter between the historical and neo-avant-garde as they engaged technology.
Haacke’s work selected for the show, Ice Stick (1964–1966), can be read as condensing this encounter into a single art object. Ice Stick was seventy inches high
and consisted of a long copper freezing coil pointing directly out of a stainless
steel–clad base containing a refrigeration unit and transformer connected to a
power supply. Initially as sleek and phallic as any Brancusi, the piece would
draw moisture out of the museal air, quickly freezing the vapor. Slowly but
emphatically the pole would cover itself with an opaque, frosted ice sheath of its
own making. Echoing Brancusi’s integration of the sculpture and its pedestal,
Haacke made light-hearted allusion to a foundational act of the avant-garde:
renouncing the plinth in sculpture, a crucial initial step toward repudiating the
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ideality of the art object and developing a critique of the traditional media. Yet
Haacke went beyond this avant-gardist allusion, renouncing the formalist art
object altogether in favor of a focus on art as contextually related process. Haacke
staged a disappearing act, the artwork camouflaging itself against the museum’s
blizzard of “neutrality.” Whiteout.
Pontus-Hulten clearly missed the joke. In the catalog text he described Ice Stick
in the following way: “Technology, exemplified in the refrigeration unit, artificially produces a natural phenomenon, cold; but instead of exploiting it for some
practical reason, such as the preservation of food, the artist has induced it to create an image of itself.”7 In Pontus-Hulten’s critical rendering, Haacke’s piece is
situated within a formalist tradition as read through Clement Greenberg; that is,
as an extension of medium-specific self-referentiality. Technology here is set up
as the next logical medium for art to explore following the achieved reductionto-essence, and consequent artistic exhaustion, of the conventional media.
Pontus-Hulten’s reading of Ice Stick is problematic. Totalizing technology in this
way—so that it can apparently produce a critical “image of itself”—is unconvincing. Diverse technologies cannot usefully be amalgamated under the category
of technology-as-medium. Instead we should examine the way in which Ice Stick
embodies a movement away from concerns with medium altogether. By this
point ambitious art had already chewed over and spat out Greenbergian doxa.8
Ice Stick engages what surrounds it not simply by taking the impress of negative
space, as with Nauman’s A Cast of the Space under My Chair (1965–1968), but by
actively crystallizing the institutional environment. Haacke literalized his
rejection of formalist concerns by making the work “disappear” into its context.
By cloaking the sculptural object in this way, Ice Stick could even be read as
announcing Haacke’s interrogation of the ideology of the white cube.9
Yet for Benjamin Buchloh, according Haacke’s work of this period any critical
purchase is illegitimate. He divides Haacke’s practice in two: on one side, the
“mature—i.e., political—works”; and on the other, those earlier projects that
emphasized “physiological, physical, and biological processes” and that often
used technology as a means to create or evoke them.10 Buchloh makes it unambiguous that he does not endorse Haacke’s earlier work, dismissing it as “positivist scientism”:11 “The final departure of Haacke’s work from the limitations of
a systems-aesthetic approach really occurs in 1969 when—beginning with his
Polls—he transfers his interests from biological and physical systems to social
systems that implicate the spectator in an immediate interaction.”12 In this
schema, Haacke’s work with physical systems—for example, Condensation Cube
(1963–1965), Ice Stick (1966), Ice Table (1967), High Voltage Discharge Traveling
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(1968)—and biological systems—for example, Grass Cube (1967), Live Airborne
System, November 30, 1968 (1968), Grass Grows (1969)—was definitively superseded by a political turn toward social systems in 1969, which constituted “the
radical redefinition of his conceptual and aesthetic parameters.”13
However, Haacke actually continued to explore physical and biological systems in an important series of ecologically concerned works—for example,
Chickens Hatching (1969), Transplanted Moss Supported in an Artificial Climate
(1970), Bowery Seeds (1970), Goat Feeding in Woods (1970), Directed Growth
(1970–1972), Rhine Water Purification Plant (1972)—that were executed concurrently with the majority of his polls—for example, Gallery Goers’ Birthplace and
Residence Profile, Part I (1969), Visitors’ Profile (1970; “Software,” Jewish Museum),
MoMA Poll (1970), Visitors’ Profile (1971; “Directions 3: Eight Artists,” Milwaukee
Art Center), Documenta Visitors’ Profile (1972; “Documenta 5,” Kassel), John
Weber’s Gallery Visitors’ Profile 1 (1972).14 The problem with Buchloh’s argument runs deeper than its questionable chronology though. Rather, his insistence
on the artist’s “departure . . . from the limitations of a systems-aesthetic” produces the requirement to specify a definitive break in Haacke’s practice.
In making explicit reference to “a systems-aesthetic,” Buchloh invokes the
theoretical legacy of the artist, curator, and critic Jack Burnham.15 Burnham was
a friend of Haacke and, until Buchloh came to occupy this position, his most
significant interpreter.16 Rejecting formalism, Burnham elaborated a theory of
systems aesthetics heavily inflected by his reading of biologist Ludwig von
Bertalanffy’s General Systems Theory (1968).17 Sharing a publisher with Bertalanffy,
Burnham had picked up on systems theory as a key strand of his broad-ranging
attempt to develop a position adequate to a then-emerging postformalist practice
of which Haacke’s work was exemplary.
Burnham did not formulate systems aesthetics solely by observing Haacke’s
practice. Dan Flavin, Carl Andre, and Robert Morris all feature heavily in his
account, and Burnham nominates Les Levine as “methodologically . . . the most
consistent exponent of a systems aesthetic.”18 Nevertheless, Haacke’s work is
undoubtedly central to the development of Burnham’s thinking on systems: “As a
close friend of Hans Haacke since 1962, I observed
how the idea of allowing his ‘systems’ to take root
in the real world began to fascinate him, more and
more, almost to a point of obsession.”19 Haacke openly
acknowledges his debt to Burnham, explaining that
Burnham “introduced me to systems analysis”20
and that “the concept of ‘systems’ is widely used in
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the natural and social sciences and especially in various complex technologies.
Possibly it was Jack Burnham, an artist and writer, who first suggested the
term . . . for the visual arts.” For Haacke, systems aesthetics helped to “distinguish
certain three-dimensional situations which, misleadingly, have been labeled as
‘sculpture.’”21
Labeling the art of the late 1960s remains problematic. The diversity of AngloAmerican postformalist practice has been historicized as a set of discrete
movements including process art, anti-form, land art, information art, idea art,
conceptual art, and so on. Yet their respective concerns overlap considerably
because they all emerged in opposition to formalist artistic practice. Running
parallel to what is now generally understood as postformalist art was “Tech art,”
a movement that advocated the fusion of advanced art and advanced technology.22 As such, tech art now looks misguidedly teleological. Yet, in moving away
from the traditional mediums, tech art still conceived itself in opposition to
conventional, formalist modernism. In the late 1960s tech art enjoyed as much
visibility as other postformalist practices. Haacke’s “systems art,” defying neat
movement boundaries, bounds what can be designated both postformalist and
tech art strategies. Similarly, Burnham sought to develop systems aesthetics as a
general theory of artistic production, avoiding movement-specific categorization.
Whatever the status of Burnham’s systems aesthetics as a general theory, it is
undoubtedly productive in bringing to light Haacke’s grounding in systems
thinking. Recovering the influence of Burnham’s systems aesthetics on Haacke
encourages us to understand his practice holistically, revealing the fundamental
consistency underlying its stylistic diversity. Haacke himself did not acknowledge
any split in his work at the time he started to conduct his polls:
If you take a grand view, you can divide the world into three or four categories—the physical, the biological, the social and behavioral—each of
them having interrelations with the others as one point or another. There is
no hierarchy. All of them are important for the upkeep of the total system. It
could be that there are times when one of these categories interests you
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more than another. So, for example, I now spend more time on things in the
social field, but simultaneously I am preparing a large water cycle for the
Guggenheim show.23
Pamela Lee has commented on the way in which, “reductively, Haacke would
come to be known as a ‘political’ artist: political in thematizing such issues as the
‘subject’ of his practice. His systems approach, though, is as irreducible to the
matter of content as it is to the matter of form.”24 Buchloh’s historical success over
Burnham for the exegetical privilege to Haacke’s practice has had the consequence of suppressing its ideological continuity. As his art historical significance
gets decided in late-career retrospectives and critical surveys, the assertion that
Haacke’s practice is ideologically split should be challenged.25
“Software” vs. “Information”—Misadventures of the System
Why then has systems aesthetics faded from critical view? How did the theory
play out in Haacke’s and Burnham’s work? In 1970, Jack Burnham curated his
first, and last, major exhibition. He remembers the experience less than fondly.26
Yet a curatorial role gave him the platform to put his theory to a wider, nonspecialist audience and to make a public claim for its purchase on contemporary
cultural production. The show, “Software, Information Technology: It’s New
Meaning for Art,” at the Jewish Museum, set leading artists alongside bleedingedge technologists. Here Burnham applied the holistic, integrationist lessons he
had learned from systems theory, presenting advanced art and advanced technology within the same institutional frame. Les Levine’s scatter piece Systems BurnOff X Residual Software (1969) was shown alongside Nicholas Negroponte and
the Architecture Machine Group’s computer-built, self-reconfiguring gerbil maze,
Seek (1969–1970). Vito Acconci hung around the gallery in his Room Situation
(Proximity) (1970), while Ted Nelson and Ned Woodman presented the first public demonstration of a hypertext system, Labyrinth: An Interactive Catalog (1970).
Though “Software” has come to be received as an early, if unconventional,
Conceptual art exhibition, this was not how it was billed at the time. The show
did contain work by Haacke, Kosuth, Baldessari, and Weiner, but Burnham’s catalog essay framed the exhibition’s concerns within the broader sweep of artistic
postformalism: “In just the past few years, the movement away from art objects
has been precipitated by concerns with natural and man-made systems,
processes, ecological relationships, and the philosophical-linguistic involvement
of Conceptual art.”27 Furthermore, Burnham explicitly elided vanguard cultural
and industrial production, disavowing boundaries between the art, the technology,
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and the art and technology: “Software is not specifically a demonstration of
engineering know-how, nor for that matter an art exhibition. . . . Software makes
no distinctions between art and non-art; the need to make such decisions is left
to each visitor.”28
Included in the show, Haacke’s News (1969–1970) broadcast similar concerns.
News consisted of five teletype machines installed in a straight line redolent of
minimalism’s industrial arrays. Crucially, however, these art objects functioned;
the piece had use-value as well as exhibition-value. The teletype machines were
hooked up to five commercial wire services, and reams of paper printouts accumulated in the gallery space as the exhibition went on, gradually building up a
sea of discarded data. Echoing process art’s utilization of quotidian materials
(there are strong echoes of Robert Morris’s use of thread waste), the piles of discarded paper brought the secular matter of the outside world into the consecrated
precinct of the gallery. They represented a comment on the value of information,
the currency of the postindustrial age. Haacke concatenated paradoxical registers
of the precious and the profligate, powerfully engaging the viewer’s understanding
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both of the value of the right drop of information and the dissipation of this value
when understood within the context of tide of data. The artistry of the piece resided
in this juxtaposition: postformalist strategies were combined with a deployment
of the latest telecommunication technology. Art and advanced technology were
brought into productive conjunction.
Yet with “Software” Burnham set the stage for, perhaps even helped initiate,
the shift from the technologically experimental utopianism manifest in much of
the ambitious art of the 1960s to the rejection of technological means and materials in the art production of the 1970s.29 Burnham’s own attempt to prevent his
theory of systems aesthetics being conflated with the ideology of an increasingly
marginalized tech art movement was an undercurrent that informed the show.
While preparing the exhibition in 1969, Burnham had entered into a notably illtempered public exchange with Terry Fenton in Artforum. Fenton defended an
essentially reactionary philosophy of aesthetic “quality” by attacking Burnham’s
work, suggesting it amounted to little more than a rehash of constructivism’s
misguided technoscientific enthusiasms.30 Burnham was moved to spell out his
position: “Again and again I have stressed the need not for TekArt—that new hobgoblin of the critics—but for a technology based on aesthetic considerations.
Where the latter exists the art impulse will take care of itself.”31 He went on to
defend both systems theory and technology as means rather than ends: “Systems
analysis, like the whole of technology, is a neutral but powerful tool. It asserts the
values of those who employ it—their emotional and ideological shortcomings,
and the strengths of their insights.”32 Burnham insisted that “Software is not technological art; rather it points to the information technologies as a pervasive environment badly in need of the sensitivity traditionally associated with art.”33
Struggling to defend the coherence of his show’s curatorial premise, the tensions
began to show in Burnham’s attempt to relate cultural and industrial production.
“Software” also proved prone to literal, as well as conceptual, malfunction.
Haacke’s second work in the show, Visitors’ Profile (1970), was compromised by
such issues. Though he had worked with basic systems technology in Chickens
Hatching (1969), this was the first time Haacke had the opportunity to integrate
complex computational systems into his practice.34 Visitors’ Profile was intended
to update Haacke’s basic, paper-based sociological polls. The work was billed
as follows:
A terminal prints out the processed information in the form of statistics giving percentages and cross-tabulations between answers, opinions and the
visitor’s demographic background. The processing speed of the computer
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makes it possible that at any given time the statistical evaluation of all
answers is up to date and available. The constantly changing data are
projected onto a large screen, so that it is accessible to a great number of
people. Based on their own information a statistical profile of the exhibition’s visitors emerges.35
However the DEC PDP-8 computer that was supposed to drive the process failed.
Visitors to the exhibition were to have been integrated into the artwork, forming
a feedback loop that created a live sociopolitical census, powerfully demonstrating the museum’s narrow audience demographic to itself in real time. Instead,
visitors were presented with an “out of order” sign. Though the Digital Equipment
Corporation (DEC) had engineers working round-the-clock to avoid their own
corporate embarrassment, technical support were unable to get the computer
working. Passing over the farcical humor of this situation, an artistic and political
statement was lost to history because of the already overinflated claims of a
nascent information technology sector.
Consequently, Haacke scaled down his exposure to technology in MoMA Poll
(1970), shown at Kynaston McShine’s “Information” exhibition of the same year.
Here, the artist used the tried-and-tested paper ballot, but the work nevertheless
depended on a simple photoelectric mechanism to count the votes in real time.
Haacke described this project as follows:
Two transparent ballot boxes are positioned in the exhibition, one for each
answer to an either-or question referring to a current socio-political issue.
The question is posted with the ballot boxes. The ballots cast in each box
are counted photo-electrically and the state of the poll at any given time
during the exhibition is available in absolute figures.36
The MoMA poll was apparently designed to be as simple and transparent as possible, from the Plexiglas ballot boxes to the constant visibility of its state. Haacke
went so far as to mandate daily accounting of the results and to stipulate that “the
museum instructs its personnel to make sure that no interference with the polling
process occurs and that no more than one ballot will be cast by each visitor.”37 In
the event of its successful installation, Haacke was able to pose the following,
ostensibly unpartisan, question to MoMA’s visitors: “Would the fact that Governor
Rockefeller has not denounced President Nixon’s Indochina policy be a reason
for you not to vote for him in November?” Yet Haacke’s poll, against appearances,
was not designed to be politically neutral. Quite the contrary. At the most selfevident level, Haacke was unconcerned about a reinforcement effect skewing the
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poll (transparent boxes do not make for a secret ballot). More pertinent, the poll
was specifically conceived as an irritant to the institutional context and its vested
interests: “The work was based on a particular political situation circumscribed
by the Indochina War, Nixon’s and Rockefeller’s involvement in it, MoMA’s close
ties to both, [and] my own little quarrels with the museum as part of the Art
Worker’s Coalition’s activities.”38 In fact, Haacke’s poll actively sought a reinforcement effect, agitating against the war at the same time as revealing art’s
dependence on institutions financed by ethically compromised means.
McShine’s catalog essay for “Information” also made it abundantly clear that
political issues (Vietnam, the Kent State shootings, economic recession) were
now firmly on the social agenda and that it seemed increasingly urgent that artists
should take a stand. Yet his understanding of politics was notably less sophisticated than Haacke’s. His suggestion was to “extend the idea of art, to renew the
definition, and to think beyond the traditional categories.” McShine insisted that
the artists selected for the show all address this issue, their practice involving
“concepts that are broader and more cerebral than the expected ‘product’ of the
studio.” Despite all his encouragements, McShine was nevertheless careful to
observe that “an artist certainly cannot compete with a man on the moon in the
living room.” McShine carefully advocated vanguard, postformalist practice
(avoiding the “expected ‘product’ of the studio”) but also took a clear swipe at
the overinflated ambitions of tech art (implying that it was redundant and artistically counterproductive to “compete with a man on the moon in the living
room”).39 Technology was equated with the shortcomings of technocracy, but the
exhibition’s own institutional entanglement with technocratic forces was not
acknowledged.
Nevertheless, McShine was canny enough to know that artists did have to
compete with the mediascape, because they inhabited, along with everyone else,
a “culture that has been considerably altered by communications systems such
as television and film.” Yet his suggestions as to how to achieve this were defiantly quotidian: “photographs, documents, films and ideas.” Here the low-tech is
explicitly preferred to the high in a subtle reinscription of the technophilic/
technophobic binary opposition that has long conditioned vanguard art’s relation
to technology. “Information” is widely acknowledged as a seminal exhibition
precisely because it accurately captured the direction in which postformalist,
specifically conceptual, practice would move. The show’s restrained aesthetic
and refunctioning of mainstream media forms could not have been more different from the high-tech, integrationist agenda of Software. The prevailing artistic
climate had changed almost overnight. Yet Haacke, perhaps uniquely, managed
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to utilize advanced technology to comment critically on the effects of technoscientific rationality. He refused to become phobic and collapse his practice back
into the old avant-garde phobia/philia binarism. Haacke manifested his understanding of the interrelation of all systems, even as the rest of the art world sought
simplistically to oppose “the System” and its technocratic apparatus.
Recording of Climate in Art Exhibition (1970) made the same point as Haacke’s
MoMA Poll, but more subtly. Installed at Donald Karshan’s “Conceptual Art and
Conceptual Aspects” (1970) show at the New York Cultural Center, the work
comprised a thermograph, barograph, and hydrograph (the precision instruments
used by conservators to monitor atmospheric conditions in the gallery).
Recording of Climate in Art Exhibition literally took the aesthetic temperature of
the times. Putting these devices on display, rather than leaving them discreetly
out of view, foregrounded their regulative function. By an elegant act of détournement, Haacke drew back the curtain on the hidden material and financial infrastructure that is dedicated to the protection and preservation of the value of the
works of art stored in the gallery. Precision instruments were ideologically recalibrated in order to demonstrate that the illusory ideality of the white cube masks
its function as a vault. Furthermore, the control mechanisms of the gallery were
implicitly associated with those of other social institutions. Homeostasis as a
cipher for society. A systems work was used to make the same political point as a
poll. Naturally enough, for as Haacke stated in the catalog for “Conceptual Art
and Conceptual Aspects,” “the working premise is to think in terms of systems;
the production of systems, the interference with and the exposure of existing
systems. . . . Systems can be physical, biological or social; they can be man-made,
naturally existing, or a combination of any of the above.”40 Furthermore, as he later
made explicit, systems can be turned on “the System,” producing “a critique of the
dominant system of beliefs while employing the very mechanisms of that system.”41
Paradoxically, Burnham’s thought collapsed back into the dystopian, technophobic mode his systems work had seemed to offer the possibility of overcoming. Having been excited by the artistic possibilities presented by systems theory
and the new technology developing out of it, noting the progressive challenge
they offered to traditional media and institutional contexts, Burnham, post“Software,” ended up deeply disillusioned. “Ultimately,” he concluded, “systems
theory may be another attempt by science to resist the emotional pain and
ambiguity that remain an unavoidable aspect of life.”42 Despite his early enthusiasm for systems aesthetics, Burnham was to disavow his theoretical project
in a late, dejected essay, “Art and Technology: The Panacea That Failed,” convinced that “the results have fared from mediocre to disastrous when artists have
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tried to use . . . the electronic technology of ‘postindustrial culture.’”43
Burnham’s account of artistic production as systems aesthetics hinted at but
did not comprehensively follow through on a disarticulation of systems theory
from systems science and its industrial deployment in systems technology.
Bertalanffy himself had cautioned against conflating systems theory with systems
science and technology:
The humanistic concern of general systems theory as I understand it makes
it different to mechanistically oriented system theorists speaking solely in
terms of mathematics, feedback and technology and so giving rise to the fear
that systems theory is indeed the ultimate step toward mechanisation and
devaluation of man and toward technocratic society.44
Burnham’s failure to rigorously differentiate systems theory and systems technology caused him to swing between a productive, analogical deployment of
systems thinking and a prescriptive insistence on art’s necessary fusion with systems technology. He declared with proleptic accuracy that “The traditional
notion of consecrated art objects and settings will gradually give way to the conclusion that art is conceptual focus.”45 Yet he also regularly lapsed into a misguided technological determinism: “it now seems almost inevitable that artists
will turn toward information technology as a more direct means of aesthetic
activity.”46
Burnham ultimately rejected both systems theory and systems technology; his
own systems aesthetics as well as tech art. Asking whether “the ethos behind an
invincible technology and a revolutionary art” was “a reciprocal myth,” Burnham
concluded in the affirmative, citing the nineteenth-century’s “double-edged myth
of progress” as the guarantor of both sides of a false conjunction. For an increasingly alienated Burnham, the art world absurdly insisted on preserving a belief
in progress while rejecting technology as a viable resource for art: “Most ironic
is the art world’s rejection of science and technology without realizing that the
same ethos of ‘progress’ that characterized technological change in the 19th and
20th centuries is equally responsible for the illusion of avant-garde art.”47
Corporate Art, Social Responsibility
Though Burnham was well aware of many external reasons that artists turned to
politics in the early 1970s, he nevertheless privileged a structural reason for the
political turn, one that was internal to the unfolding of art: “The sudden transference of some avant-garde artists to politics stems from a desire to find a viable
revolution, one providing the needed psychological surrogate.”48 In his analysis,
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as well as in imputing the futility of the political turn, Burnham was misguided.
He insisted on a revolutionary conception of the avant-garde and thus a revolutionary conception of progressive politics. However, it was precisely in situated
struggles and local antagonisms that the vanguard art of the 1970s—institutional
critique, feminist art, media activism—found political agency. By 1974 Peter Bürger
had pointed out that an understanding of the avant-garde as defined by a revolutionary integration of art into life praxis might well represent a false sublation of
art.49 In a recent interview discussing the legacy of 1970s practice, Andrea Fraser
has expanded on this observation, making it clear that “institutional critique,
context art, and activist practice,” all practices for which Haacke’s work has been
seminal, “fundamentally rejected that [revolutionary] paradigm, first of all by
recognising the extent to which the art world is part of the ‘life praxis’ of the ‘real’
world and all of its economic, social and political structures.”50
Haacke was already acutely aware of art’s overlap with other social systems in
the 1960s. Though his later work shifted emphasis, suspending the use of high
technology for the appropriation of mass media forms, Haacke maintained his
methodological grounding in systems. Understanding systemic interrelation, he
has been able to make art that addresses all of the economic, social, and political
structures of the real world (of which art is a part). Though Haacke transposes the
focus of his art, Buchloh and others are unjustified in saying that his practice is
split and that he makes political work only when he rejects systems. Haacke
never rejected systems thinking as Burnham did, and his systems works hold
political stakes.51
Two final exhibition contexts demonstrate the continuity of Haacke’s project
from the 1960s through the 1970s. In 1969 Haacke was contacted by Maurice
Tuchman, head of the art and technology program at the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art (LACMA), and asked to submit a project proposal. Tuchman had
secured the financial and operational support of thirty-seven major, technically
oriented corporations in Southern California. After three years of intense negotiations, twenty-two artists were eventually selected to partner with the participating corporations to produce work. The program ran from 1967 to 1971,
culminating in a substantial exhibition and accompanying publication displaying all the art and technology collaborations it had facilitated. Critic Jane
Livingstone explained the premises of the project in one of the show’s catalog
essays: “Art and Technology has had as one of its first premises the assumption
that it is possible, and perhaps valuable, to effect a practical interchange between
artists and members of the corporate-industrial society.”52 In effect, what was
being quite openly proposed was a corporate-sponsored, technologized art—the
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reconciliation of industrial and cultural production. Yet despite the official context
of her essay Livingstone does not shy away from acknowledging the technophilic/
technophobic tension that the program was obliged to negotiate:
One of the fundamental dualisms inherent in the question of technology’s
uses in a humanist context has to do with the conflict between the belief
that, in a word, technology is the metaphysics of this century, and therefore
has to be accommodated from within, and the view that technology is somehow self-perpetuating, implacable and essentially inhuman, and that therefore humanist and artistic endeavor must function separated from it and
even in opposition to it.53
Livingstone also made it clear that “despite a certain reluctance by some of the
artists we dealt with . . . to participate with ‘war-oriented’ industries for reasons
of moral objection, there were no final refusals to participate in the program on
these grounds alone.”54 Politics apparently went only so far in the face of paid
commissions. In the artists’ defense, Burnham made the relevant point that “most
of the artists in the show would not have participated by 1971, the year A&T
finally opened, primarily because much of the art world believed by then that
there was or is a nefarious connection between advanced technology and the
architects of late capitalism.”55
In 1969 though, Haacke, clearly a politically principled artist, was happy to
generate five proposals for Tuchman’s project, involving aerodynamics, meteorological simulation, high-voltage discharge, and real-time communication technology. All highly ambitious, one of Haacke’s proposals was allocated to a leading
visual technology company (Ampex Corporation) for consideration.56 Entitled
Environment Transplant, the proposed work might best be described as an early
attempt at commenting on an emergent “culture of real virtuality”; namely, a culture mediated pervasively by real-time networked communication systems.57
Haacke envisaged a large white room in the shape of a cylinder with a centrally
mounted projector that would sweep its interior walls like the beams of a lighthouse. The broadcast material for the projector was to have been transmitted live
and in real time from a camera rotating on a turntable on the back of a truck driven
around the Los Angeles metropolitan area. Unfortunately, the project foundered
on Ampex’s inability to fulfill all of the necessary logistics and LACMA’s reluctance to allocate more than one company to any one artist.58 Haacke proactively
submitted another proposal, a computerized visitors’ profile, which was also
rejected.59 Consequently, apparently having surpassed the organisational capabilities of the museum and the “philanthropic” limits of the partner corporations
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involved in “Art and Technology,” Haacke’s work was not fabricated, and he did
not participate in the final exhibition.
The failure to realize Haacke’s proposal was a loss to a show that otherwise
featured largely banal examples of tech art or lazy work by more established
artists (as Burnham pointed out “the ‘name’ artists tended to do enlarged or elaborate variations of their standard work or to cynically build into their projects
hints about the utter futility of technology as a humanistic endeavor”60). Though
Burnham made some effort to review the show objectively, his enthusiasm for
technologically inflected art was largely gone by 1971.61 Less sympathetic observers
roundly panned the exhibition, outraged at its profligate costs and perceived
political outrages. Artforum’s Max Kozloff was perhaps the most savage:
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In 1967, the American economy could be superficially represented by the
term “all systems go.” . . . In 1971, unemployment, recession and inflation
had . . . decimated the prospects of the masses. . . . While these convulsions
were taking place . . . the American artists did not hesitate to freeload at the
trough of that techno-fascism that had inspired them.62
However, Haacke’s project, had it been realized, would have raised explicitly
political questions as to the nature of representation and the distortion of space,
time, and locality effected by telecommunication technologies; it would have presented an early intervention into the otherwise tightly regulated, profit-driven
landscape of commercial broadcast media. Most interesting, however, the project
would have superimposed real-life, street-level concerns (unemployment lines?
riots?) on the museum, literally broadcasting the relationship between art and life
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(rather than their artificial separation). Haacke sought to participate in the show
precisely because he understood the potential political efficacy of so doing.
Haacke’s interest in real-time systems (which are also real-space systems) was
carried through into his much-discussed Manhattan Real Estate Holdings project. Though fully realized, these works also failed to make their way in front of
the public in 1971. Haacke executed two major new works for his proposed solo
show at the Guggenheim in New York: Shapolsky et al. Manhattan Real Estate
Holdings, a Real-Time Social System, as of May 1, 1971 (1971); and the less frequently cited Sol Goldman and Alex DiLorenzo Manhattan Real Estate Holdings,
a Real-Time Social System, as of May 1, 1971 (1971). They represented a very different form of corporate art, emphatically not sponsored by the organizations that
occasioned them. Both pieces set out in forensic detail the slum property interests of New York families, cross-held in shadowy corporations. Haacke was able
to reconstruct a schematic representation of a systemic network of social and
financial exploitation from his own street photography and records freely available in the New York County Clerk’s Office (to the few who would have had the
patience, skill, and free time to reassemble them).
Ostensibly of most concern to Thomas Messer, the then director of the
Guggenheim, was that this sociologically inclined analysis was to be presented as
art. Notionally on these grounds Messer justified his decision to decline Haacke
permission to exhibit these works in his own show.63 The artist offered to compromise by changing real names to invented ones, but even this softening of the
works’ impact was not enough to change Messer’s mind. The situation escalated
and Haacke’s show was canceled—an infamous act of censorship that still resonates today. Yet one would be naive to miss the deliberate political challenge
that Haacke mounted to the institution. As Burnham asserted, “it is no longer
useful to maintain the fiction that Haacke is not a political animal and that his
work has no extra-artistic motivation.”64
Haacke’s art irritated the corporate interests associated with the Guggenheim
and frustrated the corporate egos involved with “Art and Technology” at LACMA,
all in the name of an explicit artistic concern with social responsibility. Despite
its critical occlusion up to this point, a common conceptual articulation links
Manhattan Real Estate Holdings and Environment Transfer: real-time systems.65
There is no break between the high technology of Environment Transfer and the
low technology of Manhattan Real Estate Holdings, they share a deep-rooted consistency. Both works are thoroughly mediated by systems thinking and steeped
in politics. Their significance lies in their common systems-theoretical insight
not the relative sophistication of the technology they employ.
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All Systems Go?
Why then has Buchloh downplayed the importance of systems thinking for Haacke’s
practice? Buchloh is explicit about his reasons for dismissing Haacke’s systems
work. He reads Haacke’s deployment of a systems aesthetic as the extension, in
an American context, of the artist’s affiliation with the project of the European
Zero Group with which he had been linked in the earliest stage of his career.
According to Buchloh, the Zero Group was passionately devoted “to an international post-war modernity” that operated “along an axis between the mystification
of technology and the project of a scientific enlightenment freed from the suspicion of political ideologies.” Consequently Zero’s ideals “served as the perfect
disguise of historical amnesia.” For Buchloh, Burnham’s systems aesthetics cannot
escape related charges of “techno-scientific reductivism.” Purportedly subjecting
the art of the late 1960s to a profoundly ahistorical, spatializing explanatory
schema, Buchloh stresses that “systems-theory aesthetics” was “governed by the
logic of rationalist instrumentality” and the “repression of historical memory.”66
Though one might justifiably raise the question as to what degree Burnham’s
systems aesthetics are positivist, the theory cannot be accused of entirely lacking
historical awareness. Burnham understood his theory within its historical context: “It is . . . likely that a ‘systems esthetic’ will become the dominant approach
to a maze of socio-technical conditions rooted only in the present. New circumstances will with time generate other major paradigms for the arts.”67 Nor even is
a disavowal of history evident in systems theory proper—Von Bertalanffy explicitly
considered the problem of a “Systems Theoretical Concept of History,” locating
his own contribution within a long, though marginal, tradition of theoretical historiography, from Vico through Hegel and Marx.68 Pamela Lee has commented at
length on the particular “nonlinear, recursive, and multidimensional” temporality that was characteristic of systems thinking, seeing close parallels with art historian George Kubler’s arguments in The Shape of Time: Remarks on the History
of Things (1962).69 For Lee then, systems thinking in the 1960s instantiated a
new form of historical consciousness rather than constituting the repression of
historical memory.
Here, however, rather than problems of time and history, issues of space and
politics obtain. Buchloh’s critique of the “limitations of a systems-aesthetic”
depends on an opposition between the natural and the social, a definitive spacing
of these domains as if they were historically invariant, ideologically undetermined, and unambiguously distinct. This is why, for Buchloh, Haacke’s art cannot
be political until he “transfers his interests from biological and physical systems
to social systems.” However, Bruno Latour has interrogated exactly this division
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between the natural and the social in the course of his project to elaborate a political philosophy of nature. He calls for a “political ecology” where nature is no
longer identified as “a particular sphere of reality” but recognized as “the result
of a political division, of a Constitution that separates what is objective and indisputable from what is subjective and disputable.”70 Following Latour, a politics is
always already operative in the particular distribution of the natural and the
social on which Buchloh depends and which, critically, he does not question.
Haacke’s ecological works are precisely the ones that Buchloh’s account is obliged
to overlook—Transplanted Moss Supported in Artificial Climate (1970) could be
used as a textbook illustration of Latour’s point about political ecology.
The spatial charge of systems thinking allows us to locate a critical dimension
in Haacke’s early work, as well as to mark its conceptual continuity with the later
work. Systems theory offers a way to think the natural and the social analogically,
and Haacke’s art, via his engagement with Burnham’s systems aesthetics, makes
use of it to do exactly that. We can now see once more that Haacke’s critical artistic interventions build on an unbroken, ascending scale of systemic complexity—
from organic elements, through plants, animals, and finally up to human beings.
From physical to biological to social systems, Haacke’s work demonstrates the
overlap and entanglement of the “natural” and the “social.” As William Rasch
and Cary Wolfe have summarized
it, “systems theory makes use of the
same formal and dynamic models
across what have been viewed traditionally as discrete ontological
domains (organic versus mechanical, natural versus cultural).”71
However, the spacing between
the natural and the social has held
together a foundational myth of
modernity, as Latour makes clear:
“The moderns have set themselves
apart from the premoderns. For
Them, Nature and Society, signs
and things, are virtually coextensive. For Us they should never be.”72
In debunking this myth, systems
theory threatens the critical
achievements of (a certain concept
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of) modernity. In fact, Buchloh’s rejection of Burnham’s account of Haacke’s
practice anticipates, albeit in considerably restricted scope, Jürgen Habermas’s
profound disagreement with the sociologist and systems theorist Niklas Luhmann
on the status of the critical project of modernity.73 Such fundamental problems
will not be resolved here. Their resolution is even unlikely because, as Eva Knodt
has pointed out, Habermas and Luhmann operate with mutually exclusive conceptualizations of modernity:
While Habermas insists on grounding modern society in the archimedean
point of a rationally motivated consensus . . . [Luhmann’s] principle of functional differentiation entails the absence of such a center and, by implication, the impossibility of a totalizing consciousness or collective identity on
the model of a transcendental subject or of a linguistically grounded intersubjectivity.74
It is sufficient to mark the controversy and to acknowledge that traditional objections to systems theory (as antihumanist, positivist, technologically rationalistic,
politically suspect, etc.) are increasingly, in Andrew Feenberg’s explanation, “less
persuasive as we enter a historical period in which the boundaries between the
individual and the system are increasingly blurred. In this situation opposition
must be ‘immanent,’ implied somehow in the very contradictions of the system.
The way out must be a way through.”75 Which brings us back to Haacke’s practice
and his early determination to enact “a critique of the dominant system of beliefs
while employing the very mechanisms of that system.”
Returning then to the question of how to account most convincingly for the
relationship between Photo-Electric Viewer-Controlled Coordinate System and
Norbert: All Systems Go, the apparent ideological break between these two works
is not a fracture at all but rather the articulation of two discrete, yet linked,
systems-theoretical investigations. Haacke intended Norbert to parody a strain of
cybernetic theory dominant in an increasingly technocratic world. Yet one can
suggest with equal plausibility that the rigid grid of motion sensors and the harsh
glare of naked lightbulbs in Photo-Electric constituted a clear warning about the
advanced surveillance made possible by technological development rather than a
technophilic promotion of liberatory play and viewer emancipation. Lured by
promises of free interaction, the viewer is in fact ensnared in a highly controlled cell,
his or her every movement tracked and scrutinized. On this account, participation
amounts to no more than the freedom to live out a completely routinized existence.76
Similarly the apparently cynical and technophobic exercise of trying to train a
mynah bird to endlessly announce the principle of entropy can also be rethought.
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Might there not have been an invitation here, however covert, to free the caged
bird? Surely the transgression of opening the cage door and letting the bird
escape is a possibility that the piece countenances—particularly when we consider Ten Turtles Set Free (1970), a piece broadly contemporary with Norbert that
Haacke did realize and document. Such an action might constitute a real act of
liberation, a symbolically loaded and institutionally unsanctioned ethical choice.
Rather than submit to the tedium of passively engaging the piece on its ostensible, institutionally sanctioned, terms, the viewer might step in and realign the
rules.77 The system could be opened along with the cage. Furthermore, the individual might find suggested his or her own potential for emancipation along with
Norbert. As Haacke insists, “Works of art, like other products of the consciousness industry, are potentially capable of shaping their consumers’ view of the
world and of themselves and may lead them to act upon that understanding.”78
We have cause, therefore, to question readings of Haacke’s practice as split,
readings that seek to locate its politics as emerging only after he has transcended
“the limitations of a systems-aesthetic approach.” Haacke’s practice has no clear
break, and his various real-time systems demonstrate a politics. Recovering
Haacke’s early systems art prompts us to begin to think beyond the reductive
binarism of either an affirmative technophilia or a negative technophobia as the
only possible modes of relation between cultural and industrial production.
Haacke’s systems art should be recognized as a powerful strain of postformalist
practice, one that makes use of technological resources without sacrificing critical
cultural engagement to ideologies of artistic or industrial progress. The aesthetic
and political challenge of articulating relations between cultural and industrial
production remains an open problematic. As such, Haacke’s systems art constitutes an important, underacknowledged line in the conceptual genealogy of
ambitious contemporary art.
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